STELL AR
ultimate shade flexibility

premium outdoor living

STELL AR

STELLAR - CANTILEVER UMBRELLA

Taking the lead with advanced engineering, the Stellar
cantilever umbrella offers the ultimate amount of shade
flexibility. Creating and controlling shade has never been
easier than with the Stellar. Designed to give maximum shade
flexibility in residential homes, it is both easy and quick to
operate. The Stellar offers 7 different tilt angles from left to
right, as well as full tilt adjustment back towards the mast,
all in conjunction with 360 degree rotation. Using these
innovative features the umbrella can be cleverly positioned
to maintain the shade over your outdoor area as the sun
moves throughout the day. Built with a strong powder coated
aluminium mast and durable canopy fabric, you can enjoy the
quality of the Stellar for many summers at home.
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Dimensions of open umbrella

COV ER B AG

Width of canopy (cm)

330ø

300x300

a: Canopy edge height (cm)2

220

220

b: Distance from centre of base to
outside edge of canopy (cm)

325

315

Canopy shade area (m2)

7.7

9.0

c: Distance from arms to ground (cm)2

100

55

d: Maximum height when closed (cm)

280

280

30kph

20kph
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Dimensions of closed umbrella
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Wind rating guide
Wind rating2

Measured from point to point. All measurements are rounded
and are subject to change.
2
Increase by 20cm if installed using a standard free-standing base.
3
Only when the umbrella is used at the horizontal setting.
Wind damage is not covered by the warranty.
1
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SHOWROOM/FACTORY:
41 Morrin Rd, St Johns,
Auckland 1072, New Zealand
ph: +64 (0) 9 570 1112
email: sales@shade7.co.nz
www.shade7.co.nz

What better way to protect your umbrella
than by using a protective cover. Easy to
use and will prolong the life of your
umbrella by many years.
F R EE S TA N D I N G B A S E

Freestanding 85cm x 85cm base with
aluminium cover. Weighs approx. 230kg
with 12 x pavers added, (40x40x5cm).
Pavers not included.
FREESTANDING HALF BASE UPGRADE

This is our latest freestanding base
design where the umbrella fixes in front
of the base, and at ground level. This
provides more usable space under
the umbrella and keeps the umbrella
at the correct height. NZ Pat App No. 768055

C A NOPY COLOUR S
Shade7 uses premium quality 100% solution-dyed polyester
fabric from O’bravia® for standard colours in the Stellar
umbrella range. O’bravia® fabrics come with a 5 year
warranty against fading and rot. These fabrics are extremely
colour fast, durable and water resistant. It also has the
highest possible UV protection rating of UPF 50+ according
to NZ and Australian standards, cutting out the maximum
amount of harmful UV light for excellent sun protection.
Please contact us to
check colour availability.
Fabric colour may vary
slightly from printed
swatch shown.
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